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“You rescued me from a world without sound. If it wasn’t for you, I never would’ve known the

world was such an amazing place!”Because of a hearing disability, university student Kohei

had made a habit of distancing himself from those around him. But after meeting the

exceedingly cheerful Taichi, he gradually begins to embrace a more positive outlook on life.

Kohei eventually begins to see Taichi as more than a friend, and after he finally confesses his

love to Taichi, the feelings become mutual.In this new addition to the I Hear the Sunspot series,

Kohei continues on as a student, while Taichi makes his way out into the working world to

pursue his own calling and the two begin a new life together!

Nominated for Best Graphic Novels for Teens 2018 -- ALA --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorYuki Fumino's first manga, I Hear the Sunspot, received a great deal of

attention upon its publication in 2014, quickly leading to the development of a feature film. The

exceptional talent on display in her debut project has made her one of the most watched and

up-coming manga-ka in the BL world. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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I Hear Dallas Cowboys

I Hear the Sunspot (I Hear the Sunspot Graphic Novel), I Hear the Sunspot: Theory of

Happiness (I Hear the Sunspot Graphic Novel), Living With Him Vol. 2: Heating Up [Bonus

Story]

Tristan A. Hayes, “Great Start to the Third Entry in the Series. I hear the sunspot Limit volume

1 seems to take its subtitle to heart and really test the limits of Kohei’s and Taichi’s relationship.

Seemingly undefined at this point, the stresses of one being in school and the other working

combined with being in two different worlds seems to put some stress into their relationship.

Combined with the people they’ve surrounded themselves up with focusing in on the

challenges of maintaining and having a relationship when both people enter the working world

or in terms of a new character, or when both people have different levels of hearing, make this

not only an interesting fiction experience but also one that is emotional and thought-provoking

for one to imagine themselves in such a situation.I found the increasing levels of potential

jealously from Kohei to really be an interesting part of his character who was always so well put

together that one wondered if he had any weaknesses beyond his anxieties with his hearing.

To see this character flaw in him and see it guide his words and thoughts towards Taichi is very

intriguing.Taichi, on the other hand, continues to mature in profound ways and finally reached

the point where he had to admit that the thing with his grandfather really affected him, but also

that the friendship he has with Kohei, is actually something deeper. What this deeper thing

was, was unclear and undefined but its clear it will get explored in a future volume.Overall the

ongoing developments with work and seeing Taichi finally bond with Chiba, the continued

aspect of deaf and non-hearing-impaired folks working together, and lastly, Kohei and his thing

complicated with Ryu and the hearing implants really set the stage for a manga that will be

much deeper than a few other gay romance manga before it and perhaps soon to come.Really

great volume.”

RV, “A tender story that doesn’t shrink from tough issues, told through beautiful artwork. Yuki

Fumino’s I Hear the Sunspot, volume 1, tells the story of Kohei, a tall, attractive university

student who is pursuing a certification in labor law, and Taichi, whose energetic, fun loving

approach to life can be both enchanting and frustrating to those around him. We come into the

story at a point when Kohei has fallen in love with Taichi, who seems to return his affection yet

still keeps Kohei at an awkward distance. For his part, Kohei worries Taichi’s reluctance may be

due to Kohei’s hearing impairment, which seems to be getting worse.Fumino does not shy

away from the inner politics between groups within the hearing impaired community. At the

same time, Fumino, the writer-artist of this series, presents differing viewpoints and inner

conflicts with sensitivity and caring. Throughout the story, characters are depicted in the midst

of signing and dealing with everyday situations that those who are not hearing impaired might

not realize exist for those who are.The artwork is beautiful and wonderfully paced. The line

quality varies by mood, from energetic and emphatic to an almost quivering, emotionally

vulnerable touch that is still lyrically exquisite. Panels are visually balanced through unexpected

juxtapositions, combinations and tensions between value shapes and textures, and there’s a

judicious use of visual tropes that enhance the overall tone of the storytelling. Equally

impressive is the shifting perspectives, where the “camera” switches angles, pans in and out,

or establishes mood and context by showing what’s surrounding the characters. Finally, the



visual energies of the overall composition of each page is frequently integrated in subtle,

nuanced ways that support the graphic narrative through sophisticated, yet unobtrusive,

means.While I sometimes had a hard time reading what was happening inside Tiachi (perhaps

there’s hint of ADHD going there) and causing his responses, what was crystal clear is the

deep love and caring affection Kohei holds for his friend. I have volume 2, and I’m looking

forward to how this story arc develops.”

Gaby, “Absolutely love this manga !. I’ve been waiting for I Hear The Sunspot: Limit Volume 1

for so long! I absolutely loved it ! Their relationship is slowly coming together, along with some

new characters! I honestly can’t wait for the next volume. More like I can’t wait to sob some

more lol-The manga did come in good condition, was slightly bend but not noticeable

whatsoever and it wasn’t covered in the plastic wrap like mangas usually do. So if you do like

the mangas to be covered in the plastic wrap or not damage I recommend buying it in your

local manga store! :) -”
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     5/5 top quality looks new”

Hannah Dawn Malkowski, “Can't say much. I can't say anything about the story itself, because I

actually got this volume instead of the first one. But it came in pretty good condition. The only

problems I see is a little dent on the front, and the corner is a little bent. But nothing that really

bothers me.”

Saphelia, “No Damage / Good Manga. The manga was absolutely amazing to read and came

in perfect condition!”

anime549, “Book = 5 stars. Amazon = 1 star. The book is wonderful! 5 stars!Unfortunately,

Amazon packaged it poorly and my book got bent. I'm upset at Amazon, so I had to lower my

rating for this item.”

Donal O'Shea, “Can't wait to read this!. I purchased this manga thinking it was the first book in

the short series. I haven't read it yet as there is two books prior to this that I need to collect

called I Hear the Sunspot (awaiting delivery) and I Hear the Sunspot: Theory of Happiness (to

be purchased soon).PS Thank for the lovely bookmark.”

Elwood, “Really interesting character dynamic, via an unusual premise. Great fun, and

touching.. The art is great, really clean. The situations and characters move the story along at

a brisk pace. The characters reactions are not too predictable, so I never felt like the outcomes

were inevitable, and the subtle twists feel natural and not overwrought.”

Ellen Todd, “Can't wait for the next volume!. I've been following this story for so long. I adored

the characters in previous volumes and this is no different - if anything, I love them more! I'm

so looking forward to the next volume! It's such a slow burn romance and I genuinely can never

get enough of it!”

GHOST, “Good. Good read”



Cliente Ebook Tops, “Edicao simples, mas ótima tradução. A edição do livro e simples, mas a

tradução bem feita faz valer a pena. A primeira edição e mais curta que o resto. A serie e

super sentimental e vale a leitura.”

The book by Stephen Kohler has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 836 people have provided feedback.
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